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Abstract: A recent advisement to this space, geo social networks (GSNs) further amass fine 

grained location information, through check- ins performed by users at visited venues. Convivial 

networks have been shown to leak and even sell utilize data to third parties. There subsists 

therefore a conflict. Online convivial networks have become a consequential source of personal 

information. Profit is the main participation incentive for convivial network providers. Its 

reliance on utilize profiles their users voluntarily reveal a wealth of personal data, including age, 

gender, contact information, predilections and status updates. LCPs are statistics built from the 

profiles of users that have visited a certain location or a set of co- located users. LCP endows 

users with vigorous privacy guarantees and providers with correctness assurances. In integration 

to a venue centric approach, we propose a decentralized solution for computing authentic time 

LCP snapshots over the profiles of collocated users. The implementation shows that VC Profile 

is efficient; the terminus-to-end overhead is minute even under vigorous privacy and correctness 

assurances. Without privacy people may be reluctant to utilize geo social networks; without 

utilize information the provider and venues cannot support applications and have no incentive to 

participate. In this paper, we propose to take first steps toward addressing the conflict between 

profit and privacy in geo social networks. We introduce VCPROFILE a novel framework 

location centric profiles (LCPs). 
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1. PRELUDE 

Online convivial networks have become a 

consequential source of personal 

information. Their users voluntarily reveal a 

wealth of personal data, including age, 

gender, contact information, predilections 

and status updates. A recent advisement to 

this space, geo social networks (GSNs) such 

as Yelp and Foursquare further accumulate 

fine grained location information, through 

check- ins performed by users at visited 

venues. Overtly, personal information 

sanctions GSN providers to offer a variety 

of applications, including personalized 

recommendations and targeted advertising, 

and venue owners to promote their 

businesses through spatial- temporal 

incentives, e.g., rewarding frequent 

customers through accumulated insignias. 

Providing personal information exposes 

however users to consequential peril, as 

gregarious networks have been shown to 

leak and even sell utilize data to third 

parties. There subsists therefore a conflict. 

Without privacy people may be reluctant to 

utilize geo social networks; without utilize 

information the provider and venues cannot 

support applications and have no incentive 

to participate. In this paper, we take first 

steps toward addressing this conflict. Our 

approach is predicated on the concept of 

location centric profiles (LCPs). LCPs are 

statistics built from the profiles of (me) 

users that have visited a certain location or 

(ii) a set of co- located users. We introduce 

VC Profile, a framework that sanctions the 

construction of LCPs predicated on the 

profiles of present users, while ascertaining 

the privacy and correctness of participants. 

Informally, we define privacy as the 

inability of venues and the GSN provider to 

accurately learn utilize information, 

including even anonym zed location trace 

profiles. Verifying the correctness of utilize 

data is indispensable to compensate for this 

privacy constraint: users may cheat and 

partialness LCPs anonymously. We consider 

two utilize correctness components. First, 

location correctness, where users should 

only contribute to LCPs of venues where 

they are located. This requisite is imposed 

by the recent surge of fake checking, 

motivated by their utilization of financial 

incentives. Second, LCP correctness, where 

users should be able to modify LCPs only in 

a predefined manner. First, we propose a 

venue centric VCPROFILE, that mitigates 

the GSN provider from a costly involution 

in venue concrete activities. To achieve this, 

VCPROFILE stores and builds LCPs at 
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venues. Furthermore, it relies on Benaloh’s 

homomorphism cryptosystem and zero 

cognizance proofs to enable oblivious and 

provable correct LCP computations. We 

prove that VCPROFILE gratifies the 

introduced correctness and privacy 

properties. Second, we propose a 

consummately decentralized VCPROFILE 

extension, built around the notion of 

snapshot LCPs. The distributed 

VCPROFILE enables utilize contrivances to 

aggregate the profiles of co-located users, 

without assistance from a venue contrivance. 

Snapshot LCPs are not bound to venues, but 

instead utilize contrivances can compute 

LCPs of neighbors at any location of 

interest. Communications in both 

VCPROFILE implementations are 

performed over ad hoc wireless connections. 

The contributions of this paper are then the 

following: Introduce the quandary of 

computing location centric profiles (LCPs) 

while simultaneously ascertaining the 

privacy and correctness of participants. 

Propose VCPROFILE, a framework for 

computing LCPs. Devise both a venue 

centric and a decentralized solution. Prove 

that VCPROFILE slakes the proposed 

privacy and correctness properties. 

Provide two applications for VCPROFILE: 

privacy preserving, personalized public 

safety recommendations and privately 

building authentic time statistics over the 

profiles of venue patrons with Yelp 

accounts. 

Evaluate VCPROFILE through an Android 

implementation. Show that VCPROFILE is 

efficient even when deployed on precedent 

generation smart phones. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II 

describes cognate work Section III describes 

the system and adversary model and defines 

the quandary. Section IV introduces 

VCPROFILE and proves its privacy and 

correctness. Section V introduces the notion 

of snapshot LCPs and presents a distributed, 

authentic-time variant of VCPROFILE. 

Section VI describes two VCPROFILE 

applications and Section VII concludes. 

2. COGNATE WORK  

Subsisting system of project 

Subsisting systems have mainly taken three 

approaches to amending utilize privacy in 

geo-gregarious systems: The challenge, 

then, is to design mechanisms that 

efficiently forefend utilize privacy without 

sacrificing the precision of the system, or 

making vigorous posits about the security or 

trust worthiness of the application servers. 
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More concretely, we target geo-gregarious 

applications, and surmise that servers (and 

any intermediaries) can be compromised 

and, therefore, are UN trusted. 

Disadvantages  

Introducing skepticality or error into 

location data.  

Relying on trusted servers or intermediaries 

to apply anonymization to utilize identities 

and private data. Relying on heftily 

ponderous-weight cryptographic or private 

information retrieval (PIR) techniques 

 

Fig. 1 A basic design. In this design, 1) 

Alice and Bob exchange their secrets, 2) 

Alice stores her review of the restaurant (at 

(x, y)) on the server under transformed 

coordinates, 3) Bob later visits the restaurant 

and queries for the reviews on transformed 

coordinates, and 4) decrypts the reviews 

obtained. 

Proposed System: 

To address this challenge, in this paper, we 

propose LocX (short for location to index 

mapping), a novel approach to achieving 

utilizer privacy while maintaining full 

precision in location-predicated gregarious 

applications (LBSAs from here onwards).  

Our insight is that many accommodations do 

not require resolving distance-predicated 

queries between arbitrary pairs of users, but 

only between friends fascinated with each 

other’s locations and data. Thus, we can 

partition location data predicated on users’ 

gregarious groups, and then perform 

transformations on the location coordinates 

afore storing them on UN trusted servers. A 

utilize kens the transformation keys of all 

her friends, sanctioning her to transform her 

query into the virtual coordinate system that 

her friends use. Our coordinate 

transformations preserve distance metrics, 

sanctioning an application server to perform 

both point and most proximate-neighbor 

queries correctly on transformed data. 

However, the transformation is secure, in 

that transformed values cannot be facilely 

associated with authentic world locations 

without a secret, which is only available to 

the members of the convivial group. 

Conclusively, transformations are efficient, 

in that they incur minimal overhead on the 

LBSAs. This makes the applications built on 
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LocX lightweight and congruous for running 

on today’s mobile contrivances. 

 

Fig. 2. Design of LocX. 1) Alice and Bob 

exchange their secrets, 2) Alice generates 

and L2I and I2D from her review of the 

restaurant (at (x, y)), and stores the L2I on 

the index server via a proxy. 3) She then 

stores the I2D on the data server directly, 4) 

Bob later visits the restaurant and fetches for 

L2Is from his friends by sending the 

transformed coordinates via a proxy, 5) he 

decrypts the L2I obtained and then queries 

for the corresponding I2D, 6) finally Bob 

decrypts Alice’s review. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

LOCX Module: 

Loc X builds on top of the rudimental 

design, and introduces two incipient 

mechanisms to surmount its constraints. 

First, in Loc X, we split the mapping 

between the location and its data into two 

pairs: a mapping from the transformed 

location to an 

Encrypted index (called L2I), and a mapping 

from the index to the encrypted location data 

(called I2D). This splitting avails in making 

our system efficient. Second, users store and 

retrieve the L2Is via entrusted   proxies. This 

redirection of data via proxies, together with 

splitting, significantly ameliorates privacy in 

LocX. For efficiency, I2Ds are not proxies, 

yet privacy is preserved (as explicated later). 

Proxying L2Is for location privacy: 

Users store their L2Ison the index server via 

entrusted proxies. These proxies can be any 

of the following: Planet Lab nodes, 

corporate NAT sand email servers in a 

user’s work places, a user’s home and office 

desktops or laptops, or Tor [34] nodes. We 

only need a one-hop indirection between the 

utilize and the index server. These diverse 

types of proxies provide tremendous 

flexibility in proxying L2Is, thus a utilize 

can store her L2Is via different proxies 

without restricting herself to a single proxy. 

Furthermore, compromising these proxies 

by an assailer does not break users’ location 

privacy, as (a) the proxies additionally only 

visually perceive transformed location 

coordinates and hence do not learn the 
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users’ authentic locations, and (b) due to the 

noise integrated toL2Is (described later). To 

simplify the description, for now, we 

postulate that the proxies are non-maleficent 

and do not collude with the index server. 

But we will later describe our solution in 

detail to even bulwark against colluding, 

malignant proxies. With this high- level 

overview, we now describe our solution to 

store and query data on the servers in detail. 

We withal explicate the challenges we 

faced, and the tradeoffs we made in making 

our solution secure and efficient 

Storing L2I on the index server: 

First consider storing L2I on the index 

server. This transformation preserves the 

distances between points1, so circular range 

and most proximate neighbor queries for a 

friend’s location data can be processed in 

the same way on transformed coordinates as 

on authentic-world coordinates. Then the 

utilize engenders a desultory index (I) 

utilizing her desultory number engenderer 

and encrypts it with her symmetric key to 

obtain at the transformed coordinate on the 

index server via a proxy. The L2I is minute 

in size and is application independent, as it 

always contains the coordinates and an 

encrypted arbitrary index. Thus the over 

head due to proxying is minutely 

diminutive. 

Storing I2Ds on the data server: 

The utilizer can directly storeI2Ds (location 

data) on the data server. This is both secure 

and efficient. This is secure because the data 

server only visually perceives the index 

stored by the utilize and the corresponding 

encrypted blob of data. In the worst case, the 

data server can link all the different indices 

to the same utilize contrivance, and then link 

these indices to the retrieving user’s 

contrivance. But this only reveals that one 

utilize is intrigued with another user’s data, 

but not any information about the location of 

the users, or the content of the I2Ds, or the 

authentic-world sites to which the data in the 

encrypted blob corresponds to. The content 

of I2Dis application dependent. For 

example, a location-predicated video or 

photo sharing accommodation might share 

multiple MBs of data at each location. Since 

this data is not proxied, LocX still maintains 

the efficiency of today’s systems. 

Mechanisms: 

In this we utilize Locx Mechanisms is 

utilized in this project. Alice and Bob 

exchange their secrets, Alice engenders and 

L2I and I2D from her review of the 

restaurant (at (x, y)), and stores the L2I on 
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the index server via a proxy. She then stores 

the I2D on the data server directly. Bob later 

visits the restaurant and fetches for L2Is 

from his friends by sending the transformed 

coordinates via a proxy. He decrypts the L2I 

obtained and then queries for the 

corresponding I2D, 6) determinately Bob 

decrypts Alice’s review. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 

 

Fig 3:- New User Page  

 

Fig 4: Proxy Server Page  

 

Fig 5: Index Server Page  

 

Fig 6: Find Location  
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Fig 7:- Location Sharing  

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose to take first steps 

toward addressing the conflict between 

profit and privacy in geosocial networks. 

We introduce VCPROFILE a novel 

framework location centric profiles (LCPs). 

LCPs are statistics built from the profiles of 

users that have visited a certain location or a 

set of co- located users. LCP endows users 

with vigorous privacy guarantees and 

providers with correctness assurances. In 

additament to a venue centric approach, we 

propose a decentralized solution for 

computing authentic time LCP snapshots 

over the profiles of colocated users. The 

implementation shows that VCProfile is 

efficient; the terminus-to-end overhead is 

diminutive even under vigorous privacy and 

correctness assurances. 
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